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Day 4: Party Outside USA

Opener

1. Miley’s party extends outside USA as she builds two equilateral
triangles up and to the right, one with base XA and one with UA. They come out like a

wrecking ball. No, that’s
not right.a. Start by recreating triangle USA and point X in GeoGebra.

U

S A

X ?

Rename the points to match the diagram by right-clicking You can also rename points
by double-clicking in the
Algebra panel, or by just
naming them all George.

each point and choosing “Rename”. (Control-click on a Mac
or long-hold on a tablet.)

b. Create an equilateral triangle with XA as the base. Use the
Regular Polygon tool and click on X first then A to make the If naming all your points

George, don’t forget to love
them and squeeze them.

equilateral triangle appear above XA. Lo, triangle XAB is born.
c. Create an equilateral triangle with UA as the base. Make the

equilateral triangle appear above UA. Call that triangle UAC. Dood, this triangle is UAC!

d. Create segment BC. Make sure all points are correctly named.
e. Calculate UX+ SX+AX and SX+ XB+ BC. Ooh.
f. Where should Miley’s party be to minimize UX+ SX+AX?

Important Stuff

2. a. Find an expression for the area of the equilateral It’s okay for the expression
to have more than one vari-
able.

This is Triangle Other
DAN.

triangle pictured below.

b

a c

hs
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b. Find a triangle with area 1
2as. It might be hiding! It’s hiding on the previous

page . . .c. Find a second expression for the area of the equi-
lateral triangle, then use your expression to prove a
result from Day 3.

3. a. Judy thinks of two numbers that add to 30 and
multiply to 161. What are they?

b. What two numbers add to 30 and multiply to
225 − n?

c. Bob thinks of two numbers that add to 30 and mul- Say, isn’t 289 a perfect
square? 8-15-17 or some-
thing? Whatevs.tiply to 289. What are they?

4. Rectangle GAIL has length 20 and width 15.
a. In a coordinate plane, plot (l,R), where l is the

length ofGAIL and R is the ratio of the area ofGAIL
to the perimeter of GAIL.

b. Find several rectangles similar to GAIL, and plot
them on the same axes.

c. Find the one rectangle similar toGAILwhose perime- One rectangle to ruler them
all?ter and area have the same numeric value.

5. Brian has a 3-by-4-by-5 box. Brian insists that his 3-4-
5 box is “right”, which is
technically true . . .a. In a coordinate plane, plot (l,R), where l is the

length of Brian’s box and R is the box’s volume to
surface area ratio.

b. Find several boxes similar to Brian’s box, and plot
them on the same axes.

c. Ben finds the one box similar to Brian’s box whose
surface area and volume have the same numeric
value. What are the dimensions of Ben’s box?

d. Call the dimensions of Ben’s box B, E, and N. Find
the exact value of

1
B
+

1
E
+

1
N

What!! Ben’s box does WHAT!

6. Find the dimensions of all boxes with integer side MOAR BOXES! So many
boxes today, we need a
guy who can do some
boxcounting.

lengths whose surface area in square units equals its
volume in cubic units. Write each box’s dimensions in
increasing order.
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Neat Stuff

7. For each point, determine whether it is twice as far from
(20, 0) as it is from (5, 0).

a. (10, 0) b. (−6, 8) c. (8, 6) d. (x,y)

8. Given acute triangleUSA, use ideas from the Opener to
construct the point X that minimizes UX+ SX+AX. To construct something

means to build it without
guesswork or dragging, a
definition that really should
have been explained to the
people doing the Seattle
Tunnel project.

9. Joel and Nicole have two rectangular boxes with dif-
ferent integer dimensions. Somehow Joel’s box has the
same surface area as Nicole’s box, and Joel’s box has
the same volume as Nicole’s box. Wait, is this even pos-
sible? If so, find some pairs of boxes that do this. If not,
explain why it’s impossible.

10. Remember equilateral triangleDAN (whichDAN is up DAN is going to sponsor
a set of short speeches in
darkly lit rooms, a series
called DANx. Hopefully
no one else is doing that
already.

to you) in which the sum of distances from an interior
point X to the three sides is constant? Prove this in as
many ways as you can.

11. a. Could Miley ever find that her party is outside the
USA to begin with? Explain how you know.

b. What happens to today’s Opener if one of triangle
USA’s angles is larger than 120◦? Now drop and give me a

hundred and twenty!

12. If you didn’t already do Problem 13 from Day 3, take a
look.

13. In the alternate version of Amy’s Haus problem, define
X as the point that maximizes ∠AXB.

a. Prove graphically that the circle passing throughA,
X, and Bmust be tangent to the lineWT . If X isn’t a point that

maximizes ∠AXB, how can
you locate a point that does
better?

b. Find a way to construct point X.
c. Define a and b as the distances of A and B to the

lineWT . Show that

AX

XB
=

√
a

b

and explain its geometric significance.

14. How sweet is Evangelista Torricelli’s mustache? Who ya got: Torricelli or
Rollie Fingers?
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15. For each point P, determine if it is twice as far from the Is x = 2 vertical or
horizontal? Decide by
asking what points are on
its graph.

line x = 2 as it is from the point (−1, 3).
a. (5, 3) b. (0, 3) c. (−2, 4)
d. (−3, 2) e. (−2,b) f. (x,y)

16. The sum of two numbers is s and the product is p. Find
the sum of the . . .
a. squares of the two numbers.
b. cubes of the two numbers.
c. fourth powers of the two numbers.

d. . . . a generalization?

Tough Stuff

17. So, you managed to find two noncongruent boxes with The real Tough Stuff is
figuring out how to shut off
the smooth saxophone jazz
playing in the courtyard all
night long. But hey, it’s not
yodeling.

the same surface area and volume? Fine, but can you
find three noncongruent boxes with the same surface
area and volume? With integer sides?

18. So we’ve discovered that this 120◦ point gives the least
possible total distance to the three vertices. But what
about other points? They’re worse, but some are not
much worse. Indeed, the shape of the points that are
equally bad is interesting. What’s it look like? What’s it
look like if you move outside the original triangle?

19. Find several triangles that have integer side lengths
(with no common factors) and a 120◦ angle. Generalize?

20. Find some Matsuura triangles, or prove they do not
exist. (See Day 2 for the definition.)

21. Find these sums exactly:

0 +
1

100
+

2
10000

+
3

1000000
+ · · ·+ n

102n + · · · =

0 +
1

100
+

4
10000

+
9

1000000
+ · · ·+ n2

102n + · · · =
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